Promoting the granulation process of aerobic granular sludge in an integrated moving bed biofilm-membrane bioreactor under a continuous-flowing mode.
This investigation demonstrated that aerobic granular sludge (AGS) could be cultivated rapidly in a single continuous-flowing membrane bioreactor (MBR) by introducing freely moved bio-carriers with a filling ratio of 10%. By operating the bioreactor for 28 days, AGS was successfully cultivated and kept stable for >2 months with a compact structure and clear shape, in which, extracellular polymeric substances played a key role in maintaining the stability of granular sludge structure. The microbial composition between AGS and attached biofilm was quite different, which indicated that the introduced bio-carriers improved the biodiversity within the bioreactor. Additionally, an explicit internal circulation was formed by the introduced bio-carriers, which was the main reason leading to the rapid formation of AGS. This is an interesting discovery and a novel approach to promote the rapid granulation of biomass in an MBR. Moreover, combining the biodegradation of AGS and filtration of membrane module, the bio-reactor achieved an excellent performance in removing CODCr (>90%) and TN (>85%) during the whole process.